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Some torsion free rank two groups*) 
By JOHN KOEHLER, S. J., in Seattle (Washington, USA) 
The first theorem of this paper answers in the affirmative a conjecture of 
B E A U M O N T and P I E R C E concerning quotient divisible (q. d.) rank two groups [ I , p. 
-40]. The rest of the paper gives a construction for rank two groups with an infinite 
type set. The author assumes familiarity with the notation and theorems of [1], 
which shall be used throughout. 
T h e o r e m . If T={z0, xlf ..., i„} is a finite set of distinct types such that 
Xj D Xj = T0 if i / and T0 is non-nit, then there exists a quotient divisible group A 
such that T(A) = T. 
Proof . By Theorem 6.3 in [1], A is a q. d. torsion free rank two group if and 
only if I+H(0 + H(>i) and .//(£) N/7(IJ) are non-nil, where (A; xt, x2) - ( I , X) 
and (£,//) Now To — ' s given as non-nil. Hence the problem 
reduces to that of finding a group A such that 7"(/i) = 7" and an independent pair 
.V,, ,v2 such that (A ; x{, A-2) — (£, A"), where I is non-nil, and I{p)~ °° for all but 
a finite number of primes p such that 0 <h p ( ^ ( / ; ) )< and 0 </z (»/(p)) °° whenever 
it. tdex 
Let Xo be the characteristic such that Xo^x0 an<i Xo(p) =0 o r 00 f ° r allP• L e t 
Xi be a characteristic such that / = 1, . . . ,«. If i ^ j , let n^ = {p\yj (p) < 
(xi ^Xi)(P) ^Xo(p)}- Each nu is finite, since r ¡ H t j = t 0 . Furthermore, pdnij 
if and only if 0 = XO(P) ^/J (P) < 0 0 a r )d 0 <x'j(p)- F ° r ' = !•> define Xi by 
(0 if pZ[)ntJ 
Xi(P) = 
(xi (P) otherwise. 
Then Xj£ X; since [J 7riy- is finite and both ¿i and xi are finite on this set. it is easy 
i 
to check that / ¡ f i x , = Xo if 
The following sets of primes partition n, 1 ^ k ^ n . 
no = {/>IX*(/>)=0 for all k}; 
K = {p\Xk(p) = ca for all k} = {p\x0(p) = °°}', 
nk = {/7|oo> Xk(p)>0 = Xo(p)}; 
71 'k = { p\oo = yk(p) > 0 = xoiP)} • 
*) This paper is adapted from part of the author's doctoral dissertation, written under the 
d i r e c t i o n o f R . A . BEAUMONT. 
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0 if J?£7r0U7T0, 
co otherwise; 








p £ n'k (fc = 1, 
p£nk (k= 1, 
where fi(p) = 1 + p2"1, l = Xk(P)• Thus if p£nk, n(p)K(p) is irrational; 
h„(r,(p)) = hp(£(p)) = 0° and hp(t(p) -1(P)) = hp(P> + p2' +p*' + ••.) = / = /*(/>)• 
Let A be a rank two group containing independent elements „v, and x2 such 
that G4 ;x 1 , . v 2 )~ ( I ,A r ) , (<;, fj) £ X. Note that [#(£)] = [#(»;)] = t 0 is non-nil, and 
that i(p) + /ip(£(p)) + hp(q(p)j is 0 if and is «> otherwise. Hence A is q. d. 
It remains to show that T(A) = T. To do this, we employ 7. 2, 7. 3, and 7. 4 of 
[1]. The results are illustrated in the following tables, where 0^s£R, A and q are 
as defined in 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. The blank places are not needed to calculate 
T{A~). 
A(>,-sc,)(p) (H(Z)nH(,,))(j>) Zo(p) ZÁP) 
0 0 0 0 
pen'0 0 CO CO 
pínk 
A s 1 
CO A(kß(p) — s) 
= 0 
0 0 if . / = * 
0 if j^k 
pin' 
k* 1 
oa A (k-s) 
= ~ if s = k 
= 0 if 
0 0 ~ if j—k 
0 if 
In the following table, let i^kSn, l = Xk(p), and let * indicate that the case 
under consideration occurs for at most a finite number of primes. 
Thus ZC\(H(e-s) + A(n-sl;)) + H(Or)H(ri) is equivalent to xk if * = k, 
A = l, . . . ,«, and is equivalent to Xo if s^k. Hence T(A) = 
= { T 0 , T „ . . . , r „ } = r b y 7 . 4 of [1]." 
L e m m a . Let rl,r2, ..., rk be a set of distinct positive integers and let nl,n2, ... 
..., nk be a set of distinct positive integers which are relatively prime in pairs. Then 
there exist positive integers rk+1, xlt x2, •••, xk such that (x,,n\) = 1 and rk + 1 = 
- XiHi + f i , i= 1 , 2 , . . . , k. 
P r o o f . By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exist positive integers 
Vj, y2, ..., yk such that the numbers + are all equal to some common value 
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e(p) ff(S-s)lP) • 
penk, plk >I(P)IUP)= 
k(\+p'+p2l + ...) 
hp(k(l+p'+p2l + ...)-.,) 
=XK(P) if S=k 
-Xo(p) if s^k, hp(k—s) = 0 
if s?±k, hP(k-s)^0 * 
pink, p\k 0 
pen!,, pik k hP{k-s) 
= 00 ¡f s='k 
= 0 if s*k, hp(k — s) = 0 
if sp^k, hp(k-s)7±0 
. p i K , p\k 0 
. All such values will be congruent modulo N = nxn2...nk. Let M be the product 
of all the primesp such that for some index /, and pi y,. It is easy to check that, 
if A", = yt+ M/V/nit ¡=1, ...,k, and = then the conclusion of the 
lemma follows. 
C o n s t r u c t i o n . Let T— {T0, T, , T2, ...} be an infinite type set such that 
T/RTJ- = x0 if i ^ j - For/' = 0, I, 2, ..., choose characteristics x ;€ t , such that Xi — /To• 
Somewhat as before, define 
| no = {p\°°>y.o(p) = yj(p) for all /'}, 
n'o = {p\y .o(P)=^}, 
; ^k = {p]°° = Xk(p)?iXo(p)}, k= 1 , 2 , . . . , 
having defined n 0 , define inductively 
nk = nt-{[Jn}U\Jiij), k= 1 , 2 , . . . . 
j<k 
7T0,71!, n 2 , ..., n'o, n'\, n 2 , ••• partition 7i. We wish, however, to split the primes 
further. Let n'o = 0 ; define inductively n'i = [J (7:} Pi n f ) — |J n'j, 
j j <k 
71 ¡j = 7Tf H 7T 'j , i ^ j. 
Each 7i,-j- is a finite set, and 7r, j Pi 7tfc, 0 only if i = k and j — I. 
Let d(p) = Xi{p) — Xo(p) for each pen^: define 
"y= n p"(p)n P'(p)> "ij XJI 
where / '</ and where we take the empty product to be 1. Note that n , j , n 2 j , ••• 
are relatively prime in pairs. Let ri — \,r2 = -v12/?12 + ' '1 , ..., rk — xiknik-\-r;>. 
where for each k and each i<k,rk and xik satisfy the above lemma. 
We now redefine / k and nk so that no primes in nk divide rk or the x i k , i < k . 
We do this inductively, leaving x0 and n0 unchanged. Having redefined and TT. 
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for /<Ar, let p £ nk, p\rk or p\.\ik. Change y_k(p) to y0 (p); remove p from nk; and 
insert p in 71 j , where y is the first index greater than k for which 00 =* 'Xj(p) >Xo(p)-
If there is no such j, let p be in n0. Under these new definitions, n0, n,, ..., n'o,n'\, • 
still partition 71. 
Order the primes in their natural order: px = 2 , /?2 = 3, etc. Define t and /7 as 
follows: 
JO if p £ n'0, 
l /^o ( p ) otherwise; 
0 if p£ no, 
p^">rk if p£n'k , 
p ^ \ i n + 2 p l j if P,„ £710 ' 
/ ^ ^ j l + ¿ V ' J if p£nk. 
Define I arbitrarily to satisfy 
= 0 if y0(p) = 
[ s sup({Zl (p) - xo (P)} if Zo 
Let (A; .v,, .v2) - ( I , X), where (£, t,) £ 
if, as in the preceding theorem, we perform the calculations for 0 ( s ) = 
= I f ] ( H ( g - s ) + A(r]-sS,))+ //(£) Pi H(tj) for every j, O^s^R, we obtain the 
results: 
(1) 0(rk)~yk, k= 1, 2, ..., where y'k(p) = y0(p) + h / r - rk) if pin] and 
/J.P) = Xo(p) f ° r some y = 1. yk(p) =Xk(p) otherwise. 
(2) ]f s^rk• unless for infinitely many k there are primes p such 
that 
(a) hp(rk-s)>0, where p£n'k, p\rk, or 
(t>) hp{rkt]{p)j^(p)-s)>Q where pink,pJ{rk. 
(3) H(0=X 0, 
(4) H(r])~Xo unless for infinitely many k, hp(rk)>0 for some pdnk. 
Since each yk = xk>y0, it is clear that r 0 , [%[], [y/2]. ••• are all distinct types. 
Since A is a group and T0 — H(^), then [yj]r\[Xk] = r 0 if j^k. Thus T(A) is infi-
nite, and T(A) = T unless the exceptions noted above occur. 
The following corollaries are evident: 
C o r o l l a r y I. Let T— {T0, t, , r2, •••} be an infinite set of types such that 
TiPlTj = t 0 if i 7=j. Then there is a set of types T'= {t0, x\, r 2 , ...} such that 
ti = i; if i'S 1 and t H f ; = t0 if ¡ ¿¿j and a rank two group A such that T ( A T ' . 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let 7"={t 0 , t , , r 2 , ...} be an infinite set of types such that 
TiHtj- = i0 if i ^ j and such that, for only finitely many i, '¿¡(p) ;= 00 occurs, where 
Then there is a rank two group A such that T(A)^T. 
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C o r o l l a r y 3. In the above construction, if x0 is non-nil and if we let = 
whenever t^XoPo for any Xo £To> then A will be a q. d. group having an infinite 
type set. 
E x a m p l e . Define X0.X1.X2.--- by 
Xo(/>) = 0 f o r a l l p, 
Xi(P) = 1 f o r a l l p, 
XK<JPK-I) = °°, XK(P) — 0 f o r al l o t h e r p, 
where k > 1, and where the primes are given their natural order. Clearly [ x j H [xj] = 
= [Xol if i ^ j - However Xi^Xk ^ Xo if k > \ \ in fact, it is impossible to find a set 
of characteristics equivalent to these such that any two intersect to give Xo-
Following the construction, we get no = no-=n[=nk = 0. If ¿ > 1 , n'k={Pk-i}> 
Uk = 0. n'i = n. Thus if k> 1, Ttik — {Pk-i] =n'k,nik=pk-i, all other nik are 1. Let 
' l ^ . xik = l, rk --= x u « u + l =pk-i + 1 , and xjk = rk-r, for 1 These 
numbers satisfy the lemma trivially for each k; also, it is not necessary to redefine 
any y_k or nk. 
Define for all primes pk:Z(pk) = £(Pk) = fl(Pk) = rk+1 = pk + 1. Let 
(Aix^xJ-iZAit,'!)])-
Then H(£) = H(r\) = Xo • ® is easy to compute for all 0 s 6 R. A (t] — (pk) = 
= <* s = rk+1 = pk + l. If i = l , h„(Q(p)-l) = hp(p + l-1) = 1 for all p. 
Hence 0 ( 1 ) = Xi• If s — rk, k> 1, then 0(rk)(pk-1) = <=°. For other p r i m e s p ^ p k - x , 
hP(Q(p)-rk) = h„(p-pk-1) = 0. Hence 0(rk) = xk- If s*rk, k ^ l , then 
hp{Q(p)—s) = hp(p+ 1 — s) — //„(1 —s) = 0 for all but a finite number of p. Hence 
Therefore T{A) = {[x0], [XiL [/2]» •••}• Thus in this simple example, the construc-
tion gives good results. 
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